




State Records 
NSW

A new statutory 
authority



State Records NSW | SRNSW

SRNSW is a new, separate and dedicated agency for 

recordkeeping standards, regulation, advice, education 

and policy. 



With all existing powers preserved, 
there are a number of important 
changes...



Additional 
power 

SRNSW will be conferred with a new monitoring power 
to require public offices to investigate recordkeeping 
practices when instructed.



Access 
changes

•Records in the ‘open access 
period’ will be open by default 
unless subject to a ‘closed to 
public access’ direction.

•The open access period is
reduced from 30 years to 20 
years.



Transfer of State Records

•Public offices are required to make 
and implement transfer plans

•Ensure that records of enduring 
value that are no longer in business 
use are identified and cared for

•Also assist in sentencing for disposal



There will be a 12 month period of transition 
before these changes come into effect



Objects

Purpose

Vision



Objects
MHNSW



The main objects of 
Museums of History NSW are 
as follows—

(a) to collect, manage and 
preserve the following (the 
Collection)—

(i) State Archives

(ii) significant buildings 
and sites

(iii) objects and materials 
related to significant 
buildings and sites



(b) to increase—

(i) public knowledge and 
enjoyment of the Collection, and

(ii) access to the Collection,

(c) to promote—

(i) knowledge and appreciation of 
history, and

(ii) the stories that shape the 
social, historical, political and 
cultural identity of New South 
Wales,

(d) to achieve the objects described in 
paragraphs (a)–(c) across the State, 
including in regional and rural New 
South Wales.



Purpose



To discover 
people, places, & 

ideas through 
the shared 

stories of our 
state



Our collections 
and places 

comprise some of 
the most 

significant 
historical material 

in the country



We use physical & 
digital to 

democratize the 
discoverability of 
our Collection to 

encourage its 
many perspectives 

& uses



We may engage 
with the past but 

we do it in the 
present, 

with a mind for 
the future



To put 
history 

before us, 
not behind 

us



Vision



To make the histories, stories, and cultures 
of NSW discoverable & relevant for all



For First Nations 
and future 
generations, we 
offer new 
perspectives on old 
stories that keep 
the history of New 
South Wales, new.



MHNSW 
offers a new 
perspective



The truth is, our history and our 
future are interwoven. 

We can’t change what happened. 

But we can change how we see it, 
and what we do next. 

We create a home for history, for all 
who call this place home, whether for 
60,000 years or just a few days.



At MHNSW, 
History is 
gathering 
people, not 
dust



The future is exciting



Thank you & questions


